
GRENOFEN BRIDGE and DOUBLE WATERS (version 1) 

I couldn’t help thinking as we approached Grenofen Bridge this morning that it was probably a 

former packhorse bridge and that the rails on either side were a later addition and I wondered why 

it hadn’t crossed my mind before. Most old bridges were wooden, but some like this one spanning 

the River Walkham were solidly built of local stone; the water must have been much deeper when it 

was erected or the animals would have just waded through. All over Britain ancient trade routes 

known as ‘packhorse routes’ linked mediaeval abbeys such as Tavistock Abbey 

founded in AD 974 with Buckfast Abbey founded in 1018 and a couple of  

centuries later,  with Buckland Abbey founded in 1278. 

This was equally the most practical way to transport goods to markets such as the 

one at Tavistock which was granted its Royal Charter in 1105. During the 

mediaeval era, the sure footed animals could carry immense loads balanced on 

their backs spread between two panniers; some were reputed to have been over 

200 pounds (110 kg) in weight. But many more people just walked for miles to 

market carrying their goods or maybe dragging a loaded sled on runners that 

would have glided across the grass before any proper roads divided the downs.  

Ascending the rough track from choice at 

the start of this walk whilst carrying little 

more than a backpack, I spared a thought for 

those heavily laden animals roped together as their masters 

urged them onwards and upwards, I know one or two of us 

would have welcomed a ride on horseback up this steep track!  

Soon though the terrain changed completely as West Down 

came into view which pleased us no end and must have been 

equally welcome to those beasts of burden in days gone by. 

Once we had cropped grass beneath our feet we stood to get 

our breath back and while many admired the views, a couple of us speculated about the 

deeply indented hoof prints all around and concluded that the horses must have been 

galloping; others amongst us spotted some growths on a nearby birch tree and 

wondered if they were mistletoe or not. Further on a discussion took place concerning 

what breed of sheep were nibbling the grass nearby; their underbellies were completely 

black! Each walk is different even if we have been to 

the exact location before, it’s the little things that 

happen along the way and the things we see and hear 

that make them all so varied. 

There was a lot of standing water on the downhill 

track so we queried whether it would be possible to 

actually cross the rickety bridge spanning the River 

Walkham at 

Doublewaters but a 

couple of the 



 walkers said they 

had been this way 

only yesterday and reassured us that all would be well….but we 

soon discovered otherwise! We could only stand and stare as the 

Rivers Walkham and Tavy surged through the valley with an 

almighty roar whilst carrying debris along and depositing it at the 

water’s edge. Across the bridge is where everyone normally enjoys 

a refreshment break and while many just find a rock to sit on to 

enjoy a drink and or a snack others take photos, get their maps out 

or go off exploring, today however because the river had burst its 

bank we were unable to cross so the maps came out to search for 

an alternative way back. Two people did attempt the crossing, one 

wearing wellies while the other put her feet inside two carrier bags 

but the current proved too strong. 

In the end we made our way up onto the downs 

again by a slightly different route before re-

joining the earlier path but whenever we retrace 

our steps we spot different things along the way. 

There is not a lot of heat in the sun at this time of 

year but when it does put in an appearance, it is 

always welcome and we were able to enjoy the 

splendid views of Dartmoor to the east. All eyes 

watched first a helicopter slowly cruising along 

and then a black Hawk jet that roared past in the 

opposite direction. Finally as everyone tip-toed 

carefully down the uneven track towards the car 

park, we paused beside one moss-covered tree 

we hadn’t noticed earlier to admire some 

bracket fungus that resembled huge Cornish 

Pasties 

complete 

with 

crimped 

edges! 



 

 


